
9/11/77 

ear Lee, 

"bila there is no lose dependable a source on the eing assassination and the 
circumstances surrounding it than "'ark Lane he has said something I think you ahead 
knew. 

It was on a eBLI broadcast of this past ineY. 
Ne talked about his interview of Murtagb, with a big buildup of Mertagh in which 

it comes out that...be was a great guy for all those 20 years of FBI dirty-works because he now says what Ilene wants to hear. 
Is even played a tape of part of this interview or conversation. 
Once Lane gets wound up with a friendly person there is less caution. ie just blabs. 
sere he blabbed that Murtag# bas two informers of his own inside Atlanta SOW 

heade
rs.  

aiiii civil-libertarian/investigator that he is Lane neglected to identify them. 
Maybe Murtagh will tell you and maybe he won't. I here note that in writing you 

recently I've indicated spotting two different sources as a minimue in the repute 
I've obtained, The mailing that did not reach you, that of tebruary, I believe referred 
to one, perhaps sot one of these two I've spotted more recently, who had a prior criminal record. 

If you have time to 'balk to Murteeh again end he gives you any kind of clues at 
all please pawl than on because of *tat I've read that may come back to rind and because 
of what i will yet made 

20 the degree possible I will be keeping separate files of duplicates relating to 
doeentio intelligence operatiane. I have started this. Without my getting any more you'd 
Nee trouble encompassing what I have separated out in several days. The longer it is 
before you can shake loose the more impossible going over ail becomes. howler, you can equip mc better for spotting what j might otherwise miss. I d then pass this along to you. 

With Kurtagh all you can lose by talking to him again is a phone call and a few 
Ideates. I suggest that using what ."One said as an opening if you meets in a feral 
conversation with him, perhaps woth a little 000hingend asahenrover his aodempliebrient in making this penetration rethee that Tight Out asking him for names, you eight learn something. Mike whet kind of position mekes the best source inside something like WIC 
Be, how one goes about hooking a fink in such a position, what kind of irformetion wee 
most important to the FBI(eonAt accept totality on the sex stuff and getting King) and then ease into not the assassination but the sanitation strike end haw they covered &lag for Naphis on that. If you eee it tbia way and can fend time I suggest you wieht uent to 
go ieto the problems in keeping up with one eho travelled us mach and as widely as 41ng 
did in early 1968. eemphis developed a specie° intered about 2/68. 

Among the speoifice that can lead us somewhere are le he the one who had as a eource the one who reported what was in Zina's mind while Zing was still in Memphis the morning after the 3/25/68 disturbances?  Was he the one who told an informer gping to Nemphis to getin touch, with the FBI *aphis Field Office on getting there? (This was about 10120 
a.m. 4/3/68. It also could have beers an informed from a different place, like "hicago„) 

Did he have the inside source who provided ring's travel echodulee- and changes 
in them? 

Good luck if you try. 

Best, 


